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A B S T R A C T

Along with the increasing application of different cyber-physical systems (CPSs) to connect various components in
the rail industry, rising connectivity through communication technologies has also introduced cyber threats
against rail-CPSs, causing failures with huge consequences. Implementations of rail-CPSs demand proactive
identification, clear-cut definition, and proper handling of their cyber security risks. In this paper, we formulate a
risk management methodology for cyber security in rail-CPSs and conduct a retrospective case study on the
Advanced Train Control System (ATCS) that has been deployed in many U.S. freight railways. The methodology
provides two alternative approaches to fill knowledge gaps in contingency preparation, threat prevention,
consequence analysis, and security risk mitigation. In the case study, we demonstrate two cyber threats of ATCS,
using attack sequence modeling and consequence analysis, and provide recommendations for risk mitigation. By
practicing the methodology with the case study, this work can be used as a general reference to conduct cyber risk
management and cyber-robustness evaluations for other existing systems.
1. Introduction

Nowadays, critical infrastructure (CI) continues to adopt advanced
cyber technologies to enhance its level of automation and digitization,
and the modern rail industry is no exception. To upgrade operational
safety and efficiency, an increasing number of railway physical compo-
nents have become connected by different CPSs through communica-
tions, creating the new paradigm of “Rail Internet of Things”. The trend
towards CPS integration has also led to an ever-growing dependency of
the rail industry on cyber and IoT technologies, exposing the risk of cyber
threats. Embarrassingly, in favor of business growth and cost control,
well-thought-out cyber security considerations of CPSs in many in-
dustries often occur much later than their actual deployments (Hab-
ibzadeh et al., 2019). Therefore, the rail industry is also subject to cyber
risks ingrained in its CPS deployments, especially in those legacy ones,
laying “ticking bombs” (threats) based on ulterior motives.

For cyber-attacks aimed at the critical infrastructure (CI), the integ-
rity of physical components in the cyber-physical systems (CPSs) of CI is
usually the “ultimate goal”, e.g., to sabotage train operations in the rail
industry. Technically, impostors infiltrate through the CPS cyber com-
ponents to spoil the physical components. Unfortunately, the CPS cyber
components provide not only the desired connectivity but also a medium
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for attackers to achieve malicious goals. Generic cyber technologies are
often shared across CPSs in different industries, and their fundamental
security designs have been well-studied by technical iterations and IT-
domain research (Yampolskiy et al., 2015). Therefore, it is the distinc-
tions of the CPS physical components that magnify the consequences of
CPS-targeted cyber-attacks.

To efficiently study cyber risks on rail-CPSs, we prototype a gener-
alized risk managementmethodology in this paper. The methodology can
help distinguish between cyber components and physical components,
focusing on their functional interactions. Alternatively, it can also use
parameterized risk consequences to epitomize the outcome of cyber
threats. It aims to help railway stakeholders categorize and prioritize
cyber risks on rail-CPSs to better connect threats with their associated
components, and to take effective action before diving too deep into the
overwhelming fundamentals of cyber technologies.

The paper is organized as follows: first, we review the subject back-
ground and related works. Based on the reviewed literature, we abstract
the need for a generalized methodology for rail-CPS cyber security risk
management. To illustrate the application of the methodology with a
concrete example, we present a case study of an existing rail-CPS: the
Advanced Train Control System (ATCS) used in U.S. freight railways. At
the end of this paper, we summarize the case study conclusions, prospects
022
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Table 1
Summary of recent cyber security research on rail-CPS, categorized by CPS and
threats.

Rail-CPS Subjects Analyzed Threats References

New-gen train
control systems
(e.g., ERTMS,
ETCS, PTC, CBTC)

Multiple attacks including
electromagnetic
interference, jamming,
denial of service (DoS),
message modification and
unauthorized access, etc.

Bezzateev et al., 2013;
Bloomfield et al., 2012;
Chernov et al., 2015; Craven,
2004; Masson and Gransart,
2017; Pinedo et al., 2016;
Rodríguez-Pi~neiro et al.,
2012

Electromagnetic
interference, jamming
attack

Andre’B, 2014; Bandara
et al., 2017; Chang et al.,
2015; Heddebaut et al.,
2015; Mili et al., 2015; Xu
and Zhu, 2017

Brute force attacks,
unauthorized access to the
network, and message
modification

Bantin and Siu, 2011; Chang
et al., 2017; Chen et al.,
2011, 2015; Chothia et al.,
2017; de Ruiter et al., 2016;
Melaragno et al., 2016;
Temple et al., 2017a, 2017b

Passive eavesdropping,
active denial of control, and
assumption of control

Emmelmann et al., 2010;
Hartong et al., 2008, 2012

Traditional railway
signaling systems

Unauthorized access to the
network, denial of service,
and message modification

Bastow, 2014; Schlehuber
et al., 2017

Electromagnetic
interference

Adin et al., 2012

Balise data
transmission

Compromise the
availability or integrity of
the balises’ data, jamming,
electromagnetic
interference

Harshan et al., 2017; Lim
et al., 2019; Temple et al.,
2017a, 2017b

Railway traction
power, voltage
control systems

False data injection attacks,
message modification, and
unauthorized access to the
network

Lakshminarayana et al.,
2016, 2018; Nguyen et al.,
2015; Teo et al., 2016

Human-machine
interface

Multiple attacks including
denial of service, message
modification, unauthorized
access, etc.

Bondavalli et al., 2009;
Grønbæk et al., 2008

Public address (PA)
or public
information
display systems

Unauthorized intrusions Chen et al., 2015

Railway trackside/
lineside system

Both physical and cyber
intrusion into lineside
shelter protection system

Marrone et al., 2015
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for the methodology, and the general contributions of our work.

2. Literature review: rail-CPS security background and current
studies

The significance of railway can make successful cyber-attacks “fruit-
ful,” leading to varied consequences, ranging from operational disrup-
tions to safety breaches. Specifically, serious safety breaches can cause
equipment damage, injuries, or even fatalities. Over the years, cyber-
attacks against rail-CPSs have not been uncommon. On the one hand,
spontaneous attacks spread around the world and can be traced back to
the early 21st century. In 2003, the malware “Sobig” knocked down the
signaling system of CSX, a major U.S. freight rail operator, causing 6þ
hours of halted operations in the eastern U.S. rail network (Temple et al.,
2017a, 2017b); in 2008, a schoolboy hacked a Polish tram system and
created derailments and injuries (Leyden, 2008); in 2011, the signaling
system of an unnamed U.S. rail operator in the Pacific Northwest was
infiltrated by foreign attackers, with disruptions clocked over two days
(Sternstein, 2012); and between 2015 and 2016, four major cyber-attacks
were launched on UK rail network (McGoogan and Willgress, 2016). On
the other hand, systemic cyber-attacks have also been launched on rail
systems among hostile parties. For example, the Iranian railway was
allegedly hit multiple times by adversaries in 2019 and 2021 (Bergman,
2021). Additionally, a burst of cyber-attack activities has been reported
on many railways in different nations during the Russo-Ukrainian War,
including the Italian railway (Reuters, 2022) and the Belarusian railway
(Gallagher, 2022).

Over the years, plentiful studies have been conducted on CPS cyber
security subjects in the rail domain, and their topic coverage continues to
expand. In Table 1, we present a collection of state-of-the-art rail-CPS
cyber security research. The studies are categorized by individual system
types and threats analyzed. Each paper has provided pertinent solutions
to specific rail-CPS cyber security issues.

Classically, most concurrent papers choose to use case studies to
address rail-CPS security issues on individual systems. They focus on
cyber technical details, consequence analyses, and security modeling to
resolve specific security problems. However, the reasoning for their
subject selection is mostly subjective or empirical, posing a gap in
materializing the urgency for selected security subjects. For example,
Chen et al. (2015) juxtaposed the communications-based train control
(CBTC) system and passenger mobile APP as two case studies for railway
cyber-physical security research. Although their technical analysis and
security evaluations on each system are both contributive, these two
systems are incommensurate and have completely different operational
roles. Meanwhile, the commonly used technologies (e.g., wireless
communication technologies) may share loopholes across different sys-
tems. Different cyber-physical interactions may either attenuate or
amplify their threats. Therefore, such facts have created a delicate situ-
ation for prioritizing resources to handle the most emergent cyber threats
for railway administrators. An effective method is needed to
cross-compare threats and their associated rail-CPS systems from a se-
curity perspective.

3. Risk management methodology

Cyber security problems in CPS are never purely cyber problems (Mo
et al., 2012). Instead, the uniqueness and significance of their physical
outputs and cyber-physical interactions jointly define the damage level
caused by successful cyber-attacks (Yampolskiy et al., 2015). In miscel-
laneous CPS operations, the cyber technological complexity of a breach is
not necessarily correlated to the consequences. In other words, deliberate
CPS cyber-attacks on non-critical physical components may only result in
minor disruptions; lethal attacks may not require sophisticated knowl-
edge to achieve either (e.g., the Polish schoolboy derailed the trams with
simple infrared modifications (Leyden, 2008)). Therefore, we should be
aware of and move away from “cyber technological entrapment”, where
2

the CPS cyber security studies fall too obsessed with technological
complexity, yet contribute little to the substantial threats.

In the mainstream of rail-CPS security risk studies, many have
expounded on the significance of physical components. Ali et al. (2018)
have stated the need for a declaration of “valuable assets” prior to risk
characterization. Neuman (2009) advocated for the enforcement of
“domain-specific” knowledge during CPS security design. Burmester
et al. (2012) introduced CPS physical-layer modeling to compensate for
its absence in traditional cyber threat models. On the path to cyber
resilience, it is always desirable to prioritize resources and efforts on the
most emergent security issues, which are often the ones with the worst
impact (DiMase et al., 2015). In proactive/preventive efforts,
topic-specific studies (e.g., the specialized ones from Table 1) are most
useful when a rail-CPS security problem is clearly confirmed and crys-
tallized. Referring to Fig. 1 (for illustrative purposes only, not exhaus-
tive), different cyber technologies are intensively shared by various
rail-CPS components. The criticality and vitality of each component
may not be consistent. In cyber security risk management, tracing “up-
stream” from the cyber technologies may end up reaching a non-critical
system. Therefore, an effective methodology shall approach “down-
stream” from the direction of physical components in rail-CPS, in order to
explicitly formulate the security problem at an early stage.



Fig. 1. Schematic of the interwoven relationships between physical and cyber components in rail-CPS.
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Based on the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) security model (Ross and McEvilley, 2016), we propose a risk
management methodology for rail-CPS consisting of a stepwise loop.
Each cyber security subject is determined from the “downstream”

approach after the evaluation of criticality and vitality. The execution
flow of the proposed methodology is illustrated in Fig. 2. It outlines a set
of progressive procedures for cyber risk management for railway
Fig. 2. Execution flow of rail-CPS cyber se
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stakeholders, suitable for most rail-CPSs with miscellaneous develop-
ment processes and cyber technologies.

Each round of procedures begins with threat identification, initiated
from the review of physical components of rail-CPS. Criticality assess-
ment and enumeration of the cyber components are needed from the
selected physical components. Justifications of subject selection are
required during the threat identification, in order to prioritize the efforts
curity risk management methodology.



Fig. 3. ConOps architecture of the CTC-ATCS network with location of
cyber exposure.
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of cyber defense and exclude less relevant scopes. This aims to prevent
the waste of resources before the process goes into the slow-turnover
cycle of technical research, evaluation, and development.

Two executable steps follow threat identification: technical decom-
position (Step 2.1) and consequence analysis (Step 2.2). In Step 2.1,
cyber-physical interactions are investigated between the identified crit-
ical physical components and their associated cyber foundations, with
the extensive technical anatomy performed to generate prognostic attack
flows. This step has often been performed in previous case-based studies
on various subjects. According to Table 1, common attack flow modeling
tools include sequence diagram modeling and attack tree modeling.

Consequence analysis (Step 2.2) carries forward the procedures to
determine the “affordability” of the identified threats. This step can be
performed either following the technical decomposition or directly after
threat identification. In the case of following Step 2.1, the generated
attack flow will facilitate the refined depiction of consequences. How-
ever, if identified threats can be abstracted and indexed with certain
metrics, Step 2.2 can be skipped, and the consequence evaluation can
take advantage of the threat abstraction: for example, monetization of
consequences. Common practices in consequence analysis include qual-
itative and quantitative methods. When there is a lack of historic cyber-
attack events in the relevant domain, consequence analysis based on
forensics is unavailable. Simulation is often used in conjunction with the
quantified values to indicate the severity and affordability of
consequences.

Finally, the procedures converge into mitigation strategies and re-
covery solutions (Step 3). It consists of the development of risk profiles
and contingency plans. If technical decomposition reveals the attack flow
in detail, pertinent mitigation strategies can be put forth with direct
correspondence; meanwhile, if the threat has been indexed into ab-
stractions, solutions can focus on the macroscopical aspects to minimize
the idiographic aftermath abstraction values.

Upon the completion of Step 3, a new cascading risk management
process shall be started to close a loop, which aims at expanding the
comprehensiveness of risk management for rail-CPSs. It forms a closed-
loop that provides both perceptive and iterative perspectives on the
risk management subject and should be practiced across all stages of the
rail-CPS lifecycle. The special part of the procedure of this methodology
is its origination point, where it divides rail-CPS cyber risks by their
physical components. With the looping design, the methodology expands
both the breadth and depth of the rail-CPS cyber security risk study and
becomes sustainable for the cyber robustness of rail-CPSs.

4. Risk management case study – on the security paths toward
the ATCS system

4.1. Threat identification: scope and concept of operations (ConOps)

Following Fig. 1 and searching “downstream” from the “Critical”1

category, we intend to apply the methodology to an example rail-CPS
that plays both the “Vital”2 and “Non-vital” roles in railway opera-
tions. One intuitive “Subject of Interest” is the railway signaling system.
A modern railway signaling system is a rail-CPS with high cyber
dependence and extremely high criticality. The signaling system directly
controls the safety of train operations, whose failure can easily turn into a
tragic loss, at worst leading to train collision and secondary disasters.
Among all the components of global railway signaling systems, the
1 Critical: We specifically define critical functions as important components
in rail-CPS that may or may not dictate train safety. To be compared against
“Vital” functions.
2 Vital: Vital functions in rail-CPS are those that are directly involved in the

enforcement of train movements. According to IEEE standard (IEEE, 2000), vital
components are required to be implemented in a fail-safe manner, including
those sub-components upon which they depend.
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centralized traffic control (CTC) system is an essential one. CTC employs
various networking and cyber technologies to achieve two-way com-
munications between the field and the central dispatching office. In the
U.S., the Advanced Train Control System (ATCS) is one major imple-
mentation of the CTC cyber network, carried by an unencrypted radio
protocol on the 900 MHz railway-licensed band (Craven and Craven,
2008). Serving as the CTC backbone in the U.S., ATCS has been stan-
dardized in the common practices of U.S. rail operators (Association of
American Railroads, 2005). The importance of the CTC system and the
lack of encryption design in ATCS should jointly arouse our cyber secu-
rity vigilance.

In fact, eavesdropping activities through ATCS have been undergoing
within a large hobbyist community for over 15 years, involving thou-
sands of active eavesdroppers. The eavesdropping implicates more than
30 U.S. railway companies, 35,000 railway route miles, and 5000 signal
interlocking locations (Liu et al., 2020). Distributed local eavesdropping
decoders capture, unpack, and exchange the unencrypted CTC data by
personal software-defined radio (SDR). The data is then collectively
aggregated via the Internet to monitor rail operations. Among the various
rail-CPS cyber implementations, this scale of eavesdropping is almost
unheard of, pointing to a concern about rail-CPS cyber exposure.

Although most CTC-ATCS functions in the U.S. are non-vital in
normal operations, there are a few vital functions that CTC system can
take part in under special circumstances (Wang et al., 2019). Since the
joint CTC-ATCS system directly serves train signaling, instinct security
concerns are raised for vital risks, by which it might invalidate the
enforcement of train movement authority, leading to an increased like-
lihood of derailments or collisions. Meanwhile, when fail-safe designs are
actuated to confront potential abuses, it results in system degradation
and functional loss. This introduces non-vital risks that also need to be
seriously treated. Following from the actual eavesdropping activities, we
focus on the communication-based attackability and cyber-physical radio



Fig. 4. Deduction of message flow in ATCS between CTC host and field vital logics.
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interactions inside the CTC-ATCS system. Fig. 3 summarizes a simplified
architecture of the ATCS network. The major system users, regular
cyber-physical interactions, and location of cyber exposure have been
identified accordingly. Specifically, the major system users of the ATCS
network include:

� Base communication packages (BCP):

BCPs interface between the ATCS internal network and the mobile
communication packages (MCPs), serving as radio base stations. BCPs
enable the ATCS radio messages to pass between the CTC dispatch center,
and the MCPs that are located at the field signaling locations. The
communication link over the 900 MHz radio is the identified location of
cyber exposure in this case study.

� Mobile communication packages (MCP) and Wayside interface units
(WIU):

MCP and WIU connect the ATCS network with the wayside equip-
ment. They relay and process CTC messages between upstream BCPs and
the wayside/lineside units.

� Field vital logics and wayside/lineside units:

These field-side devices communicate with the CTC system through
the MCP and WIU. The field vital logics autonomously govern the
signaling system to enforce the train movement authorities. It is
commonly implemented through programmable logic controllers (PLCs)
and the associated signaling apparatus. Wayside/lineside units can serve
various rail-CPS systems with non-vital functions such as hot box de-
tectors, or side load detectors. Some of the data is incorporated into the
ATCS network for dispatching purposes.

In U.S. CTC systems, dispatchers send CTC command requests
through the ATCS radio. The self-governed field vital logics in the
interlocking equipment receive and process these requests, either
accepting or rejecting them. This mechanism implements a layer of safety
5

isolation between the vital interlocking units and the ATCS system. This
isolation achieves the fail-safe mechanism and helps to prevent con-
flicting train movement authorities from being executed in the field.
Shown in Fig. 4, the relevant CTC-ATCS radio messages employ two
major paths: request message path and feedback message path. The request
path provides the logic channel that delivers the CTC commands to the
field vital logics. Conversely, field vital logics will initiate ATCS feedback
messages to the CTC office. Feedback messages may contain the
acknowledgment of the request, confirmation of CTC actions, or updates
regarding field status with no actions.

The deduction of message flows for ATCS in Fig. 4 facilitated the
technical delimitation in risk management. In Fig. 5, we generalize the
vital and non-vital threats from ATCS radio links according to their
respective attack flows. With the formulated system architecture and
deduction of message flows, we make the following statements to justify
ATCS as our research subject selection:

� No matter how the CTC internal network and the field vital logics are
secured, the ATCS radio link still exposes private messages directly to
the public.

� Breaching the PLC-based field vital logics for unsafe train movements
often requires physical intrusion. Therefore, we consider such threats
to be outside of the scope of the case study.
4.2. Technical decomposition: a vital threat

Concerns over spoofing attacks are raised due to the ongoing eaves-
dropping activities. Spoofing attacks may cause the CTC-ATCS system to
inhale unauthorized messages. Although the vital isolation and the au-
tonomy of field vital logics are capable of rejecting messages that conflict
with vital safety, there is one special scenario when the vital isolation can
be bypassed through ATCS operation, formulated as the red flow in
Fig. 5. Based on the working flows and spoofing attack potential, a
feature of ATCS implementations called “Blue Block” is identified as one
exception, where ATCS spoofing messages may bypass the fail-safe
design and pose vital risks.



Fig. 5. Generalized attack flow targeting ATCS radio link.
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In a CTC-ATCS system, dispatchers can remotely set the blue pro-
tection3 for a certain track segment for maintenance. This feature is often
referred to as the Blue Block.4 In the field, a Blue Block Switch is in place
and remains “connected” in normal CTC operations. When Blue Block is
activated, the switch must disconnect and disable the testing signal from
being cleared into the protected track. Ideally, it provides an extra layer
of protection to further reduce the risk of an unexpected signal clearing
(incorrect train movement authorization).

ATCS radio messages in some implementations can directly manip-
ulate the Blue Block Switch (Wang et al., 2019). Jamming and in-
terceptions through the ATCS radio link may impede the requests to
establish the Blue Block, counter to the CTC dispatcher’s intention. If this
happens, the CTC-ATCS system by itself is not able to validate the status
of Blue Block. In the worst-case scenario, if any signal testing actions
were underway by assuming the Blue Block protection had been in place,
the signal might be accidently cleared, and the vital isolation could be
bypassed. Fig. 6 shows the conceptual risk scenario of Blue Block signal
testing when an unsafe train movement occurs due to an ATCS radio
attack. Considering common practices, the standard procedure of
ATCS-based Blue Block establishment in many U.S. rail companies in-
corporates at least voice communications and a checklist for verification.
In an operational context, we used the UML sequence diagram (Fig. 7) to
fully model the ATCS cyber-physical interactions during the lifecycle of
the Blue Block operation. The risky components and activities are iden-
tified accordingly and are highlighted for pertinent prevention.
Fig. 6. Illustration of the Blue Block vulnerability over ATCS radio attacks: a
fictive case during signal testing.
4.3. Consequence analysis: abstraction for a non-vital threat

A compromised ATCS system has wide-ranging impacts on rail op-
erations. If the CTC-ATCS radio channel is jammed or spoofing attacks
bring down the system, the ATCS stops functioning. This would hamper
rail traffic and service at different levels (Fig. 5, blue flow). The radio
channel jamming attacks can directly bring down the system; some
spoofing attacks may invoke the fail-safe mode, resulting in system
degradation. Although these attacks would neither violate vital safety
principles nor lead to catastrophic railway accidents like derailments or
collisions, they would still create serious service disruptions. In our case
study, we regard these attacks as a non-vital threat.

To seek effective remedies, practitioners should first attempt to pre-
sume the level of service disruption resulting from these hypothetical
3 Blue protection in U.S. rail operations provides safety to maintenance
workers by preventing inadvertent train movements.
4 Blue Block is designed to isolate the track entry signal from field vital logics

to prevent an unexpected clear signal that accidently allows trains to enter. It is
often used when debugging and configuring field vital logics.

6

DoS attacks and then combat them accordingly. However, the inter-
twined relationships inside a rail-CPS like ATCS make it complicated to
analytically predict the degree of the service outage. It is also inefficient
and impractical to analyze the risk through technical decomposition over
the large-scale network in the top-down approaches. Additionally, there
has been no record of DoS attacks on ATCS serving as empirical
references.

Meanwhile, the normality of rail operations is closely associated with
train delay. Likewise, DoS attacks targeting ATCS are fundamentally
similar to a period of dispatching and signaling outage with specific
durations and locations. Therefore, we select the level of train delay as
the quantified metric for threat abstraction in the consequence analysis
for the DoS attack. Indicated by train delay, we simplify the consequence
(cost of damage) from an ATCS DoS attack as expressed in Eq. (1).
Amongst other parameters, we focus only on the train delay for the scope
of the current research.

The DoS-induced delay should always depend on the railway’s



Fig. 7. Complete sequence diagram modeling for Blue Block establishment and prognostic risks over ATCS radio link.
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network topology and realistic traffic patterns. Common practices in the
rail industry use software-based rail traffic simulation to evaluate delay
levels. In the case study, we developed a customized DoS attack simu-
lation software based on Python 3 and the NetworkX package (Hagberg

et al., 2008). In our simulation, delay Ti
impacted
arrival � Ti

scheduled
arrival are calculated

as Eqs. (2) and (3) below:
7

CTOTAL ¼
XN

Ci �
�
Ti

impacted
arrival �Ti

scheduled
arrival

�þ
XM

Kj þ CMisc: (1)

i j

Ti
scheduled
arrival ¼ f ðGNetwork; ftcurrentg;OÞ (2)

Ti
impacted
arrival ¼ f ðGNetwork; ftcurrentg;O; TDoS; LDoSÞ (3)

where CTOTAL is the total monetary impact resulting from the DoS attack,
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Ci is the monetary impact per hour to the delayed train i, Kj is the total
monetary impact for the cancelled train j, CMisc: is the total monetary
impact of miscellaneous recovery tasks (e.g., maintenance and repair),

Ti
impacted
arrival is the impacted arrival time for train i after DoS attacking the

ATCS system, Ti
scheduled
arrival is the scheduled arrival time for train i, O is the

operational logics of the corridor (e.g., signaling, dispatching, and train
priorities), TDoS is the duration of the DoS attack, LDoS is the location of
the DoS attack, GNetwork is the topology and infrastructure profile of the
rail corridor, and ftcurrentg is the set of currently scheduled trains.

Our simulation model (Fig. 8, left) assumes that a successful DoS
attack on the CTC-ATCS system would trigger the stop signal for affected
locations, and the affected trains would react accordingly by obeying
signals, introducing traffic congestion. When the DoS attack stops, the
CTC-ATCS system resumes its full function with rational dispatching
actions. For normal train schedules, the simulator seeds a randomized set
of parameters for generality before the schedule calculation. The same set
of parameters is then persisted to calculate train delay under DoS attacks,
with consistent simulator configurations.

The simulation parameters and results are summarized in Table 2.
The current configurations define a hypothetical single-track, fixed
block, four-aspect signaling rail corridor with unidirectional train traffic.
Although the settings in our case study do not represent any realistic
lines, they profile many U.S. freight lines with reasonable simplifications.
Therefore, it can also be adapted by practitioners with specific interests
to generate practical results. The system model (left) and visualization of
the simulated train delay (right) are shown in Fig. 8.

According to the simulation results from our setup, on the one-
directional single-track corridor with redundant capacity, a 1-h DoS
attack can result in almost 9 h of cascading train delays. In this case, the
traffic could eventually recover. However, in other extreme cases with
saturated traffic, recovery may not even be an option unless trains are
cancelled. Therefore, to accurately simulate the consequence of the DoS
attack on the CTC-ATCS system, we advocate for the definition and
careful modeling of the following simulation parameters for each case:

� DoS time, duration, and location.
� Network topology and CTC-ATCS coverage of the railway.
� Traffic patterns and operational logics.
� Models, logics, and train cancellation plans for the recovery from DoS
attack.

4.4. Mitigation strategies and recovery solutions

By far, the U.S. rail industry maintains the use of legacy ATCS pro-
tocol for cost saving purposes. The identified risks of CTC-ATCS are still
valid. For the identified threats in this case study, the risk profiles are
outlined accordingly:

� For the vital threat of spoofing the Blue Block, the detailed sequence
diagram (Fig. 7) has effectively summarized our prognosis for the
potential attacks.

� For the non-vital threat of DoS attacks, the risk profile has been
abstracted to the level of consequence, represented by train delay.
The specific consequence would vary by specific cases, which can be
quantified by simulation analyses with realistic inputs.

It is noteworthy that the presented case study only consists of a single-
round risk management procedure. The cyber risk management loop
should continue for other components within the chosen rail-CPS and
other rail-CPS systems to expand the coverage of preventive security
enhancement efforts. According to the case study results, the following
recommendations are made to properly handle the identified risks for
ATCS itself and for similar rail-CPS subjects in other domains and realms.
8

4.4.1. Comments and notes on vital risks: of and beyond the Blue Block
threat

Generally, due to multiple layers of required human verifications in
railway operational rules, any risks like spoofing a Blue Block of U.S.
ATCS system to breach vital system are still mostly under the control of
authorities and stakeholders. For the Blue Block threat, the identified
vital risk consists of both attacking the ATCS radio messages, and
compromising the voice communication channels to create “advanta-
geous conditions” of human error. Therefore, it is always necessary to
reinforce rule compliance for employees to conduct vital activities such
as ATCS Blue Block.

As commonly practiced by worldwide rail operators, multi-
verification of messages is always required in vital activities. There-
fore, such administration-level risk mitigation strategies can greatly in-
crease the onerousness for attackers to achieve their goal of vital safety
breach. In the meantime, technical upgrades are still required to solve
cyber risks at the root.

4.4.2. Radio carrier and other cyber security upgrades
U.S. ATCS’s 900 MHz unencrypted radio link paved the way for se-

curity risks. Therefore, communication-based critical rail-CPS systems
should always embrace newer security upgrades and deprecate legacy
technologies. Conversely, traditional industries like the railway tend to
have attachments to legacy technologies. For example, continuous ser-
vice availability requirements and minimal downtime tolerance prevent
the deployment of the newest technologies with security enhancement.
We therefore provide the following justifiable strategies not only to
mitigate the identified risks for ATCS, but also to infer the cyber
robustness improvement for similar systems.

4.4.2.1. Move to cutting-edge wireless solutions. Both jamming and
spoofing attacks on a narrow-band radio like ATCS could be made much
more difficult with current wireless technologies. Earlier on, the U.S. rail
industry has evaluated the 802.11 protocol (spread spectrum on unli-
censed frequencies) and the CDMA (cell phone spread spectrum on
licensed frequencies) protocol as possible alternatives to ATCS narrow-
band radio (Craven and Craven, 2008). Current developments such as
5G and Wi-Fi mesh present much better privacy and robustness against
interference. In a perfect world, these legacy radios would be replaced
altogether. However, given the earlier advocation of replacing ATCS
narrow-band with CDMA staying on paper, the reluctance of the industry
to adopt upgrades is assumed.

4.4.2.2. Fall back solutions: alternative carriers. Another effective alter-
native, which would be less costly than a complete migration, is to use an
entirely different carrier as a backup for radio communications. For
example, sticking with the ATCS protocol, some eastern U.S. rail opera-
tors have instead deployed fiber-optics to substitute for the narrow-band
link in their CTC systems. If similar protocols are deployed within a small
area, a local area network (LAN) is also an effective and secure method as
compared to the unencrypted radio link.

To improve system redundancy and reliability, some U.S. rail oper-
ators have already elected to back up their narrow-band ATCS radio link
service over commercial cellular carriers. Although these operators still
prioritize their licensed 900 MHz band to save costs, such backups can be
switched over when the ATCS narrow-band is down, and effectively
combat jamming/DoS attacks.

The U.S. positive train control (PTC) communication protocol on the
dedicated 220 MHz band was rolled out much later than ATCS. The PTC
radio came with a native design of security and encryption. Likewise,
piggybacking the ATCS packets over PTC is feasible to eliminate ATCS
vulnerabilities. Similar activities exist in European railways, where voice
radio communications have been switched from analog to digitized GSM-
R, a more secure radio link owned by railways.



Fig. 8. Left: the simulation-based system model for DoS consequence analysis. Right: train delay stringline diagram of the simulated DoS attack (snapshot, showing the
first 4.5 h).

Table 2
ATCS-DoS train delay simulation setups and simulation results.

Simulation
Parameter

Value Simulation Results Value

Total Number of
Trains

10 Number of Delayed
Trains

47

Length of Block 8 km (5 miles) Number of Cancelled
Trains

0

Total Number of
Blocks

10 Cumulative Delay 24.9 train-
hours

Mean Train Speed 86 kph (54 mph) Average Train Delay 0.53 h
Mean Train
Acceleration

9.6 kph/min (6
mph/min)

Maximum Train
Delay

1.9 h

Mean Train
Deceleration

96 kph/min (60
mph/min)

Recovery Time 8.6 h

DoS Duration From 11:30 to
12:30 (1 h)

– –

DoS Location The 3rd block (not
siding)

– –

Mean Headway 1000 s – –
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5. Conclusions

This study presents a new methodology for cyber security risk man-
agement for rail-CPSs, covering the procedures of threat identification,
technical decomposition, consequence analysis, and recovery solutions.
Especially, we underline two important procedures for the best results to
practice the methodology:

� Cyber-physical decomposition.
� Approach from physical components to cyber components.

To visualize the emphasized procedures, we practiced the cyber risk
management methodology on a case study from the U.S. CTC-ATCS
system. Both a vital and a non-vital threat for the subject have been
handled:

� Vital: we conducted technical decomposition for the Blue Block
testing threat with sequence diagram modeling.
9

� Non-vital: we conducted consequence analysis for the DoS threat via
simulation, modeling the consequence by delay.

The cyber risk management of the case study calls for industry
awareness before the risks being exploited by imposters. It can help the
current U.S. railway operators to evaluate the security profile and ur-
gency for upgrades of their ATCS systems.

Equally contributive in this paper is the joint reference by the case
study and the methodology. In the methodology, we proposed the top-
down (technical decomposition) and the bottom-up (consequence anal-
ysis) approaches, both of which have been validated in the case study.
This remarked the efficacy and flexibility of the methodology for appli-
cation to general rail-CPSs: cyber risk profiles can be effectively outlined
by at least one approach from this methodology. Further refinements and
adaptations of the methodology can be made possible with further ap-
plications to different rail-CPS cases.

Replication and data sharing

The codes for reproducing the simulation results reported in the case
study of the paper are available at https://github.com/hegxiten/
PyRailSim. The data of the simulation can be re-generated from the
execution of the simulation, and the input parameters are available in the
configuration files of the repository.
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